With CBX Cloud Dairy Farm accelerates private label
product development and global sourcing across all
categories, including packaged food, health & beauty,
apparel and non-food goods.

Dairy Farm is a leading Asian retailer, owned by the Jardine Matheson Group, with sales
exceeding US$ 12 billion and over 5,700 outlets, employing over 200,000 people in the
region. Their retail operations include restaurants, supermarkets, hypermarkets, convenience,
health and beauty, and home furnishing stores across Asia. Some of the brand names in their
portfolio include Mannings, Wellcome, Giant, Shop N’ Save, and Cold Storage.

Customer:
Dairy Farm
Retail Sector: Grocery Food

Supermarket, Hypermarket, Convenience,
Home Furnishings

Business Need: A software

platform to streamline the information
workflow for product teams by
accelerating private label product
development and global sourcing,
covering categories such as food, nonfood general merchandise and apparel.

Solution: CBX Cloud for product

management, product specification
management, packing artwork & labeling
management, supplier management,
sourcing, & order management

Result: A unified and collaborative

flow of information across multiple cross
functional teams including external
suppliers, which enables accelerated
product development for the entire suite of
private label categories.

CHALLENGE
With a range of retail brands throughout multiple countries
and multiple teams handling product specifications, product
development, quality management, and sourcing, Dairy Farm
was experiencing product data silos which challenged the
information sharing across widely dispersed teams throughout
the organization. Dairy Farm’s inefficiencies resulted in an data
inaccuracies, mislabeled products/recalls, unacceptable time-tomarket, and higher than necessary costs.
The group wanted to improve speed and efficiency involved
in producing their private label products and improving speedto-market. This would involve automating and streamlining the
information workflow and the collaborative sharing of information
between both Dairy Farm’s internal teams and their large network
of external suppliers.

KEY BENEFITS

Best in class system, with flexible
delivery model

Greater ability to communicate and
collaborate on a web platform

One complete system of record
across all product categories

Accurate and up-to-date flow of
information from product spec to
packaging artwork / label

Ability to collaborate more
effectively with suppliers

SOLUTIONS
Following a rigorous vendor screening process, Dairy Farm chose to implement
CBX Software’s Cloud Management Platform because it was found to be the most
complete solution covering multiple food and non-food categories.
CBX Cloud links all processes related to Sourcing, Product Development,
Specification, Packaging, Labeling and Quality together, allowing information to be
shared across all business functions. Information such as food product specifications
including recipe/ingredients, packaging/artwork/labeling, customer and supplier
data, quality and compliance, component and costing data are captured,
communicated and shared in real-time through a centrally integrated system.
CBX Cloud is accessible via a web browser, this system also allows Dairy Farm to
exchange information between their different buying groups and with their network of
external suppliers real-time.

INGREDIENTS LIBRARY

PACKAGING AND LABEL MANAGEMENT

RECIPE AND FORMULA MANAGEMENT

QUALITY SURVEILLANCE

CBX Cloud has imbedded a series of standard specification
templates powered by glossary-driven information.
Specifically for packaged food, CBX Cloud consist of a
centralized ingredient library of recipe profiles to ensure
product data remains consistent across food products, thus
creating an automated checks-and-balance system around
allergen labeling and regulatory compliance.

CBX Cloud facilitates the complex relationship between
multiple parties and improves the collaborative work of those
involved with product formulation and recipe management.
CBX Cloud ensures proper recipe processes with product
developers, sourcing teams, and quality stakeholders to meet
the required regulatory, standards and compliance needs for
all packaged foods.

CBX Cloud is a multi-user (internal/external) collaborative
workflow project management tool covering all tasks
associated with the final artwork and pack files. CBX Cloud
ensures all product labels contain the correct nutritional
facts, ingredients, and allergen information per respective
region and allows users to proof, review, and validate which
eliminates pack copy and labeling errors through the help of
workflow collaboration.

CBX Cloud’s quality surveillance makes it possible to
organize compliance issues and customer complaints passed
on from in-store managers. CBX Clouds complaints data
management allows for the automatic sending of information
between the retailer store department system and integrates
with the Quality Surveillance module allowing for automatic
recognition of product and supplier. Quality Surveillance
also incorporates Corrective Action / Preventative Action
(CAPA) plans with the ability to manage and link one or more
complaints to specific products and/or suppliers.

“

Dairy Farm selected CBX to
eliminate product data silos
and speed Own Brand product
development with vendors. CBX
ensures that product data and
knowledge are consistently
and efficiently captured and
shared. Product information
is now version controlled and
easily accessible through the
system’s powerful search engine.

“

Tim Chalk,
Corporate Brand Director,
Dairy Farm International

SOLUTIONS
ORDER MANAGEMENT

CBX Cloud helps to manage the end-to-end order process from purchase order
inception to final delivery, covering on-time/full, exact status, ship window and
communication of quantity adjustments, delays to eliminate any surprises.

SUPPLIER MANAGEMENT

CBX Cloud’s comprehensive supplier/vendor management solution facilitates
communication between all internal/external stakeholders, including supplier
on-boarding automation, contract management, order management, corporate
and social responsibility, as well as corrective action tracking and improvement
planning.

RESULTS
Following the implementation of CBX, Dairy Farm has consolidated multiple product masters and data pools into CBX Cloud which
is now considered to be Dairy Farm’s centralized private label product management platform.
CBX packaging and label managements online collaborative validation has helped Dairy Farm decrease labeling errors of
allergens, nutrition, origin information (front/back of pack) on all packaged food products by over 50% which has significantly cut
the cost of reworking and reprinting job versions.
The system’s workflow and data sharing capabilities have streamlined the way product teams across the organization manage and
track the creation, change, approval processes and visibility of information related to private label products and suppliers. CBX
Cloud’s compliance surveillance has allowed for quick analysis and better tracking of compliance issues, consumer complaints and
has resulted in faster resolutions with suppliers across all product categories.
Overall, the CBX Cloud platform has enabled Dairy Farm to leverage its scale and build a rich knowledge base of private label
product information covering the commercialization of the product (identification, suppliers, brief, specification, pack copy,
quality tests, issues and related corrective action plans) in a centralized platform. The system helps buyers, merchandisers, product
managers and suppliers to accelerate product development, sourcing, packaging copy and heightens compliance, all while
reducing cost and bringing products to market ahead of customer expectations.

About CBX Software
CBX Software has simplified the business of global sourcing; transforming traditional methodologies into fast, friction free
supply chains through our real-time cloud based Total Sourcing Management Platform (TSM). We help retailers, brands
and manufacturers manage and empower the supply chain from plan to pay - one intelligent collaboration solution for
an enterprise to plan, spec, source, assure quality, order, make, inspect, ship and pay. Over 20,000 users in more than
30 countries rely on CBX including: Target, Safeway, Kmart, Charming Shoppes and others. For more information, visit
www.cbxsoftware.com

